
A 24 MONTH BLENDED LEARNING PROGRAM
COMPRISED OF A TOP DOWN BOTTOM UP APPROACH 
TO CONVERT YOUR COMPANY CULTURE INTO A 
STRATEGIC ASSET

MASTERING  COMPANY 
CULTURE AS A  
STRATEGIC ASSET



WHY BECOME A 
HIGH PERFORMANCE  
CULTURE ?

1.     Culture education: Once your organisation understands 
how culture forms and functions, you will have the 
awareness, tools and language to transform your culture 
and enhance your performance.

2.    Align culture to your KPI’s: Understanding culture will equip 
you to map your culture against your business KPI’s to 
determine whether they are delivering or sabotaging them.  

3.    Create a company Culture Plan: Your culture plan will 
outline the deliberate steps required to transform your 
culture so as to optimise your business performance.

4.     Align culture to your business strategy: Implementing 
your Culture Plan will align your culture to your business 
strategy, which will immediately impact business 
performance, productivity and profitability.

5.      Align your culture as a strategic asset: Only when a culture 
is aligned to strategy, is culture converted into a strategic 
asset delivering increased productivity, cost savings, 
brand alignment, sta! retention, net promoter scores, 
contributions to triple bottom line objectives, creativity, 
agility, velocity, commitment and collaboration - to name a 
few of the common benefits. 
 
The ability of a business to understand and articulate its 
culture as a strategic asset is compelling and attractive 
to the market, boards, shareholders, the media, suppliers, 
customers, employees, analysts and investors.

DELIVERABLES



CREATING A HIGH  PERFORMANCE  
CULTURE AS A STRATEGIC ASSET  
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REQUIRES A TOP DOWN 
BOTTOM UP APPROACH

Culture:
Delivers performance

Leadership: 
Direct performance

To become a high performance culture is not an accident. 

Two non-negotiable requirements are needed: 

1.     The “BOTTOM UP” approach where the organisation must 
develop a comprehensive understanding of culture as a 
performance operating system. Organisations that don’t 
understand culture in this way can’t transform or improve 
their culture.

  “ You can’t transform a culture  if you don’t understand culture”

2.     The “TOP DOWN” approach where he organisation requires 
a near fanatical dedication to culture from their senior 
leaders, born from an astute understanding that their 
business cannot outperform its culture!

 “ Your business can’t outperform its culture”

Strategy

Meaning

Communication

Motivation

LEADERS WORTH FOLLOWING

TOP
DOWN

BOTTOM
UP

CULTURE WORTH ENGAGING

Care

Clarity

HIGH
PERFORMANCE



WHAT THE PROGRAM LOOKS LIKE
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WORKSHOPS & WEBINARS 
To extend and deepen participant’s awareness of the key principles learnt on the online learning videos as well as teach participants  
how to think about culture and culturing in a manner that requires a di!erent type of thinking than that required to run a business.

...Indepth information on the next 2 pages

ONLINE BLENDED LEARNING PLATFORM 
Full curriculum video library for review & self paced learning. Group chatrooms to discuss application of key learning, Key model posters in P.D.F format, to download and print  
out for use in your business , recommended discussion topics. Business Culture Articles, supportive videos such Ted talks etc.

MONTH 1 MONTH 24

PHASE 1 
Awareness
Learn what you don’t know  
about culture and why it  
matters to know.

A mix of workshops & or webinars (Covid dependant) : Delivered by Corporate Anthropologist Michael Henderson

PHASE 2 
Appreciate
Consider how your new 
understanding of culture can  
be applied to enhance your  
own culture.

PHASE 3 
Act
Take action on curating your 
high performance culture.

PHASE 3 
Achieve
Celebrate and learn from your 
achievements to complete the first cycle 
and prepare for the next. What are you now 
aware of as a result of these achievements?

LEARNING RESOURCES  

Work book, Text book, Culture alignment checklist booklet, Learning Posters, Culture Plan template, Board Culture Report Template.

FORTNIGHTLY ONLINE COACH SUPPORT 
Provided by Renee (Michael’s culture coach), to answer questions and recommend models on the platform for further study. Make suggestions on practical applications.  
Guidance on integrating culture work into business events and milestones.



WORLD-CLASS AWARD WINNING ONLINE BLENDED LEARNING PLATFORM
Access 24/7 to over 170 short, informative insightful educational and instructional videos enabling participants to self-pace their learning, review concepts as often as 
they need, and discuss and support each other in discussion and planning, in the online conversation function.

Participants will learn everything they will ever need to know to learn how to understand and work with culture.

The video library teaches all the vital components that need to be learnt and understood in order to curate and align a culture. 

The videos are delivered by Corporate Anthropologist Michael Henderson, who shares his vast knowledge and experience in a straightforward and easy to  
grasp manner. Each video is like a building block of knowledge that will equip participants with the necessary parts to build your own high performance culture.

WORKSHOPS & / OR WEBINARS
Participants will also attend a monthly webinar with program designer and Corporate 
Anthropologist Michael Henderson. 

These webinars enable participants to ask questions of Michael, to gain a  
deeper understanding of the curriculum. 

At the same time the webinars provide Michael the opportunity to evaluate the 
participants’ level of learning, o!er advice, direction and how they might deepen their 
understanding or accelerate their understanding and implementation. 

WHAT THE PROGRAM LOOKS LIKE



HOW THE PROGRAM IS DELIVERED
VASTLY EXPERIENCED ONLINE COACHING SUPPORT
For the first six months of the program participants will be provided with  
fortnightly coaching sessions with our master coach Renee Beckett 
 (monthly coaching sessions for the second six months).

Renee’s coaching is an invaluable aspect of the program as she is not only  
a wonderful coach, but originally a participant on this program who  
implemented its process in a business for ten years. 

Renee knows first-hand just what it takes to learn this program and what 
it takes to implement this program. 

Renee will advise which of the online videos to watch and which articles to read to 
best enhance your learning at any stage of the program as well as answering any 
questions from participants throughout the program. Renee will provide tips  
and suggestions for implementation of all that is being learnt.

LEARNING RESOURCES
Participants will be provided with:

•    Program textbook.

•     Program Poster in PDF format for downloading, to use in the business to pass 
on and remind everyone of the key principles of culturing high performance.

•     White papers and articles providing the substantial research and case studies 
for those that require a more academic or factual path to believe in what is 
culturally possible.

•     Ted talks and videos of previous live talks by Michael and other speakers.



I have seen over the past 50 years how many 
business leaders can be confounded in how to think 
e!ectively about the influence company culture has 

on the daily workings of their organisation’s  
strategy and performance.

 This culture development program, built  
around a simple but profound metaphor,  
will address this gap in understanding.  

This program provides the missing visualisation  
and vocabulary required to enable leaders  

(at all levels of the organisation) and each employee,  
to understand and contribute through their 

respective roles, to the nurturing and  
alignment of the culture on a daily basis  

to achieve the strategic goals.

EDGAR H. SCHEIN
Professor Emeritus, M.I.T Sloan School of Management

A TRULY UNIQUE PROGRAM



KEY OUTCOMES  
OF THIS PROGRAM

•  Cohesiveness and cross-functional collaboration 
across your organisation

•  Align people’s daily behaviours for greater 
authenticity,\performance and job satisfaction

• Enhanced customer service and satisfaction

• Increased sales results

• Enhanced health and safety culture

• Strengthening of your employment brand proposition

• Increased organisational e!iciency and cost saving

• Attract and retain talent

• Increased sta! engagement and work fulfilment

•  Enhanced work/life balance. Reduce work induced 
stress levels

•  Reduced and eradicated interpersonal / inter team 
/ interdepartmental relation and communication 
breakdown

•  Reinforcement of your brand’s market reputation by 
behaving in a cultural way that delivers the brand 
promise

•  Positively impact your bottom line by reducing hidden 
costs caused by culture



1  . 2.CLARITY
To create and articulate a clear and accurate 
description of your current and desired culture 
for all your stakeholders.

CONFIDENCE
To know your plan to align your culture with your 
strategy and brand.
 

3. 4.COMPATIBILITY
To ensure each subculture in your business can 
align to the overarching company culture, including 
subsequent mergers or acquired cultures.

COMPETITION
Cultures deliver performance!  
There’s no point having a good culture if your competitors 
have great cultures. Plan for culturing greatness.

5. 6.CHANGE
Equip your business to evaluate how change 
will a!ect your culture & how culture can be 
cultivated to drive change

CUSTOMER
Make the vital link in understanding the interplay between 
company culture and customer experience, explicit and 
aligned throughout your business.

6 REASONS ORGANISATIONS 
ARE REQUIRED TO DEVELOP
 A COMPANY CULTURING



MEASURABLE RESULTS 

A Great culture makes wealth. A toxic culture destroys wealth.
Warren Bu!ett 

ACHIEVED BY CLIENTS 

MILLION
$30
Coca Cola Amatil NZ added  
$30,000,000 to their bottom line.

MONTHS
18
Z Energy hit their 3-year financial 
targets in 18 months and credit 
their culture as the major significant 
contribution to achieving this result.

MILLION
$20
Sugar Australia retained 
customers who were wavering 
in loyalty to the value of 
AU$20,000,000.

 

OVER

MONTHS
9

Emerald Grain saved over  
9 months of work on their 
culture transformation process 
by aligning the learnings from 
this program saving hundreds 
of thousands of dollars.



Governance

Profits Results 

Risk

Health and Safety
Strategic Alignment 

Productivity

Leadership  
e!ectiveness 

Attraction 

Engagement  

Collaboration

Discretionary e!ort

Social media  
comments 

Performance

Loyalty 

Retention 

Service

Running costs
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Experience  

Nett Promoter 
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Service Reputation  

Loyalty

Frequency

SpendSocial media  
reputation 

Brand Promise 

Market Position  

CULTURE

YOUR EMPLOYEES

SEE YOUR BUSINESS 
TRANSFORM 

Culture is what transforms 
a person into a people, 
and individual e!ort into 
group synergy!
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IDEAL PARTICIPANTS 
FOR  THE HIGH  
PERFORMANCE  
CULTURING PROGRAM

 •      One or two committed representatives 
from the senior leadership team

 •      H.R and or People and Culture leaders 
and supportive team members

•      Leadership development candidates 

 •      Optimistic and influential cross 
section of people chosen from the 
business, some of whom are skilled 
facilitators, trainers, coaches or 
presenters.

 •      Customer advocates 

 •      Health and safety representatives
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6 CLIENT TICKS

“Over the years I’ve worked with a lot of ‘experts’ from all around the world and in
my view, Michael is world class when it comes to understanding and explaining 
organisational culture. I recommend Michael’s programs to anyone who wants to  
make a di!erence in their own organisation’s culture and are willing to personally 
develop themselves at the same time.”
Mike Bennetts, CEO Z Energy.

“It is no coincidence that our best years of financial performance occurred 
immediately after this work. I accredit our significant profit growth to the culture 
change this program achieved for us. The Culturing High Performance Program 
provided a pathway for us to establish a high-performance culture within the 
organisation. Needless to say, I was extremely impressed with this approach and 
the results.”
George Adams, Managing Director Coca Cola Amatil NZ.

Michael’s expertise in culture has been a significant game changer for my 
various teams over the past ten years. His knowledge of organisational culture 
is exceptional, and his Culturing High Performance is not only world class, it 
will literally provide your organisation with a competitive advantage. I highly 
recommend the Culturing High  Performance Program to anyone who needs 
 to generate growth and knows that growth cannot be achieved without a  
high-performing culture.”  
Craig Manson, Commercial Business Director Canon Australia.

“This simple and e!ective approach to culture provides everything you 
needed to know (and nothing you don’t) about mastering culture with 
many unexpected, useful and insightful ideas. The approach is credible, 
knowledgeable, and importantly, it makes it really clear what we would 
 have to do and be to nail our culture.” 
Bruce Blair, High Performance Coach Development Manager  
NZ Rugby Union.

“The C-19 pandemic created unprecedented challenges for our organization. 
I am 100% certain that the work we have done with"Michael"and his team, 
to understand culture and the role it plays in organizational and human 
performance, was essential in helping us meet the challenge. We had to 
re-organize large parts of our business model - literally overnight - to respond 
to the economic issues created by the shut down. The agility and e!ectiveness 
of our response is directly attributable not only to the e!orts and courage of our 
sta! but also to our culture program. Thank you"Michael, and all the team  
at CAW” 
Ciaran McMullan, President and Chief executive o!icer, Suncrest Bank.

“At present although we are only a quarter of the way through the Culturing 
High Performance Program we have"already benefited from the key insights 
into how culture forms and functions."In particular we have found the unique 
anthropological perspective and the models used in the program fascinating 
and extremely useful. They have provided us with a much elevated"awareness 
and appreciation of our current culture. Our business is already consciously 
influenced by our culturing high performance program and we’re only"just 
getting started!”
Sarah Gibson, Chief Executive O!icer, Redvespa Consultants Ltd.  
Wellington Institute of Technology.



TEACHING LEADERS TO OPTIMISE 
BUSINESS RESULTS BY CONNECTING 
CULTURE TO STRATEGY, THROUGH 
PEOPLE’S PERFORMANCE
This program is for your business leaders and  
runs in conjunction and concurrently with the 
Mastering Company Culture Program

LEADERS WORTH 
FOLLOWING



We know you have read multiple books and attended dozens of leadership 
programs already, so we won’t waste your time repeating the same old stu! 
to you here.

What we would ask you to consider is whether despite all the leadership 
development progress you have made, have missed learning the  
one vital aspect of leadership capability that will make all the di!erence? 
Were you ever taught how to lead a company culture? 

“Why would you need to learn to lead culture?” you ask. “Isn’t that H.R. or  
the People and Culture team’s responsibility?” Yes, that’s true for 
organisations with only average levels of performance. 

But in high performance cultures, leaders lead the culture! 
Why is that? Because those leaders know that research has shown culture is 
eight times more influential to business performance variances that strategy!

If culture isn’t deliberately lead by the business leaders it’s almost certain  
that the company culture will be misaligned with the business strategy.  
When culture is misaligned with strategy, then people’s performance is 
misaligned with strategic imperatives!

LET’S CUT  
TO THE CHASE
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HOW THE LEADERS 
WORTH FOLLOWING
PROGRAM IS 
STRUCTURED
The Leaders Worth Following program is delivered in four parts 
as outlined below. Each part builds awareness and the ability to 
embody the key components required of a leader to elevate and 
stabilise culture. It also equips leaders with the willingness and 
capacity to curate a connection between the culture and the 
strategic direction of the organisation. The combined e!ect of 
these four abilities inspires a high performance culture.

1. PERSPECTIVE  
3 DAY WORKSHOP! WEBINAR
Learn how to see and understand 
culture, how it connects to &  
influences strategy.

Learn why culture is the key determinant 
in transforming a business.

Identify your own personal perspective of 
culture that informs your expectations of 
culture and how to contribute to curating 
the culture.

Learn why & how leading culture di!ers 
from leading a team or the business and 
why this matters to your influence on 
performance.

4. PRESENCE 
3 DAY WORKSHOP! WEBINAR
Learn why a leader’s body language  
will nearly always override the  
verbal messages they share. 

How to use body language  
to empower others. 

How to use body language  
to communicate and  
demonstrate authority. 
How to use body language  
to soften the blow of  
tough messages.

3. POSITIONING  
3 DAY WORKSHOP! WEBINAR
Learn to use communication  
to shape and curate your  
company culture.

Learn how to communicate  
business information to a culture  
so that it is quickly and easily  
understood and implemented.

Learn the most common mistakes 
leaders make in sharing their 
messages across the business and 
how to correct these.

2. PERFORMANCE 
3 DAY WORKSHOP! WEBINAR
Learn why and how culture is the 
source of your organisation’s 
performance & clarify what this means 
for you as a leader. 

Learn how to evaluate business 
performance as a culture dynamic. 

Lean which aspects of cultures to lead 
and when to do so to lift people’s levels 
of performance. 

Learn how and why subcultures in your 
company culture are not only useful 
but vital. 
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PerspectivePresence

Positioning Performance
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WHEN LEADERS KNOW  
HOW TO LEAD THE CULTURES  
THEY OVERSEE, THE BENEFITS  
TO THE BUSINESS ARE
SUBSTANTIAL

Deliberately led
cultures attract &
retain talent5. Deliberately led cultures 

reduce business cost by 
as much as 50%6.

Purpose led
performance
engagement7. Leaders who know how to lead 

culture are trusted, respected and 
followed by sta!, 8 times more 
than those that do not.8.

Deliberately led
cultures increase
people’s performance1. Deliberately led cultures are 

twice as likely to achieve 
their Strategic objectives2.

Deliberately led
cultures align to
brand, increasing
customer experience

3. Deliberately led cultures 
out-perform leaderless 
cultures by over 500%  
on the stock market4.
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WHO IS THE 
LEADERS WORTH 
FOLLOWING 
PROGRAM 
SUITABLE FOR
• All senior levels of organisational leadership

• Second tier leaders

• Recently promoted leaders

• Up and coming talent being groomed  
for higher leadership

• Department or branch managers 

The program is ‘learner lead’ and combines
online study using our world-class blended
learning platform:

• Group and one-on-one webinar  
participation and mentoring

• And/or workshop participation 
(Covid permitting)
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FIVE CLIENT 
APPROVALS

“Wow. I feel as though someone has just removed blinkers from my eyes. I am seeing myself and my 
people so di!erently now. The simple tips and suggestions o!ered on this program o!er a real and 
e!ective shift for leaders to understand what actually creates performance, followship leadership. 
The program was worth twice what we paid for it…actually probably three or four times.”
Senior Leadership Team Member, Emerald Grain Australia

“I highly recommend the Leaders Worth Following program. Learning from an anthropologist 
what makes us all tick as human beings, was a real eye opener. It made me wonder whether 
anyone in business can actually say they truly lead others, if they do not know and practice 
in their daily work, what this program covers.”  
Senior Executive Team Member, Canon Australia

“As a leader, culture is my highest priority. If you don’t have a highly connected and optimised 
culture you’re not going to achieve the performance and results the business needs. Equipping our 
business leaders with culture know-how has been a powerful addition in our capability to ensure 
our culture is a high performing source of performance input which is fundamental to our success 
at delivering our strategy.” 
Nadine Tereora  C.E.O

“This program has made me truly realise and understand that leadership isn’t a title or 
a position, but a way of being human in the workplace. Understanding what this means 
and how it influences people performance at work, is the strength of this program.”  
Senior Leader, Z Energy

“I wish every leadership team in the world would complete this program. To be reminded what 
really makes human beings tick and perform was a revelation. So much so I genuinely think 
despite being in leadership roles for over 25 years I only now know what leadership actually 
means and delivers. L.W.F. is a truly powerful and transformational development program that 
will benefit not only the leaders who attend but the employees they are responsible for.”  
Senior Leader, Banking Sector
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ABOUT MICHAEL HENDERSON
Anthropologists explore and reveal what it means to be 
human in any setting, including a work environment. However, 
understanding the very essence of this doesn’t appear to be 
the top priority for most leadership development programs. 
This is where The Leaders Worth Following program goes 
where no other program has gone before.
 
Michael demonstrates that if you don’t know what it means to be human 
then you are not leading anyone…including yourself. 

“Knowing what makes human beings tick and understanding how to tap 
into this powerful inner drive, transforms leadership from being cosmetic 
to a deeply rewarding and humbling contribution to business performance, 
employee fulfilment and customer delight.”
 
If this brochure has inspired you, please get in touch to discuss how the 
The Leaders Worth Following program can add value to your business.
 
To talk to a friendly member of our team please call  
+64 2182 6466 or email info@culturesatwork.com


